[Several indirect methods for analysis of CD4 self-association and its function in stable CD4-MHC-II binding].
To examine the self-association of CD4 molecules and preliminary studies on its biological function by several indirect methods. A series of CD4 chimeras were generated including truncated CD4 lacking the short cytoplasmic tail, deleted mutantsD1/D2 devoid of D3 and D4 and D3/D4 devoid of D1 and D2 by PCR techniques, as well as another three CD4 chimeric genes by fused human Fas cytoplasmic death domain to the downstream of the above chimeras respectively. All these molecules were subcloned into pEGFP-N1, forming the corresponding expression vectors. After introducing into HEK293 cells, gene-modified cell morphological changes and target protein subcellular localization were observed and analyzed by a confocal microscopy. Moreover, stable 293/CD4 clones were obtained by transfecting the truncated CD4 recombinant plasmid into the HEK293 cell line and selected by G418. The fluorescene intensity and rosette formation of different clones was each analyzed by a confocal microscopy and cell adhesive assays. It's seen that CD4-Fas fusion gene could induce approximately 80% cell apoptosis of transfected HEK293 cells, compared to FKBP12-Fas is about 30% and CD4 gene only is 7%. Furthermore, both D1/D2-Fas and D3/D4 Fas chimeras could trigger nearly all transfected HEK293 cells to death. Cell adhesion assays showed that neither the D1/D2 nor D3/D4 chimeras when expression in HEK293 cells binds to MHC class II + Raji B cells. Interestedly, there were two type stable clones among 293/CD4. Fluorescence intensity analysis displayed that one' mean fluorescence intensity value is about twice of the other while cell-cell binding examination showed that the former is capable of forming rosette with Raji cells but the latter. All these results suggest that CD4 molecules most likely could exist as a dimer or even an oligomer on transfected HEK293 cell surface, which constitute a functional form for stable binding to MHC class II molecules.